Use of stool height chairs with step platforms are recommended for their added stability and ease in which employees can get on/off them (refer to the example below). Use of stool height chairs without a step platform should be avoided, as employees would be sitting at elevated heights, with the potential for falls. If they are to be used, the use of braking casters for safety is strongly recommended, with rubber casters used for hard floors.

Note: Consult with the chair vendors on back height, seat height and size, and arm options for each chair listed below. Click here for the list of vendors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stool Height Chair With Step Platform:</th>
<th>Details &amp; Links:</th>
<th>Available Through:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![Stool Height Chair](image) | -Seat sliding adjustment  
- With or without a headrest  
- Available Nextep step platform  
Website Link: [http://neutralposture.com/_site/indproduct.php?id=76](http://neutralposture.com/_site/indproduct.php?id=76) | CBI  
PMC Commercial Interiors  
Alfred Williams |

**Manufacturer:** Neutral Posture  
**Chair Name:** “Cozi”  
**Model:** COZ5609-R10 (with step platform)

If sitting in a stool height chair for 4 or more hours, an industrial height foot rest must be available ([https://www.safety.duke.edu/ergonomics/computer-ergonomics/footrests](https://www.safety.duke.edu/ergonomics/computer-ergonomics/footrests)). Additionally, an attached foot ring should be present and be easily height adjustable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stool Height Chairs:</th>
<th>Details &amp; Links:</th>
<th>Available Through:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Manufacturer:** Humanscale  
 **Chair Name:** “Freedom Chair”  
 **Model:** F113SV | -Appropriate for petite employees.  
 -Seat sliding adjustment  
 -With or without a headrest  
  
 Website Link: [https://www.humanscale.com/products/product.cfm?group=FreedomTaskChair](https://www.humanscale.com/products/product.cfm?group=FreedomTaskChair) | CBI  
 X  
 PMC Commercial Interiors  
 X  
 Alfred Williams  
 X |
| **Manufacturer:** RFM  
 **Chair Name:** "Rainier"  
 **Model:** R3X-33-33SS-16200-36A-1900 | -Seat sliding adjustment  
  
 X  
 PMC Commercial Interiors  
 X  
 Alfred Williams  
 X |
| **Manufacturer:** Haworth  
 **Chair Name:** "LOOK"  
 **Model:** Z841-1W41 | -Seat sliding adjustment  
 -With or without adjustable arms  
  
 Website Link: [http://la.haworth.com/home/seating/task/look-task](http://la.haworth.com/home/seating/task/look-task) | CBI  
 X |  
 PMC Commercial Interiors  
 Alfred Williams  
 X |